
2134 – Fighting Cocks – 10/11/19 

So, it was the AGM last week. A refreshed Mismanagement is in force 
and I had whimped out and walked along the Bournemouth promenade 
with the wife (it has to be done). 

This week we feel invigorated after watching an ELO tribute band and 
are looking forward to a run in the Forest. Oh hang on its Wurzle and 
Lemon Tart as hares. Can things get worse, well yes. Apparently, this is 
a modified HOV trail from Wednesday. Will we have an excess of dust 
as it has been laid twice or will it have been washed away. What do you 

think? 

Biggish turn out today. HOV visitors in attendance. Will they remember a 

trail run at night on Wednesday and still find it in the daylight? 

But first, it’s a Minute Silence to show respect for the those lost in Wars 
and then we are off. Cross the road, avoiding the horses, to find we have 
gone wrong. Turn around to see Hotspur disappearing around the 
corner. I get the feeling I’m going to be in chase mode today. 

We run up the road avoiding speeding cars. HOV runners like Black 
Adder are investigating left when we finally catch up. Wurzle is ignoring 
them so I follow TP further up the road. Right is wrong but onward to the 
stream is correct. Wheeze and K9 check it out whilst the FRBs catch up. 
I try straight on, wrong again, so I follow wheeze instead. No sign of 
extra 2nd laying of dust so far. Lonely goes front whilst I go wrong again. 

Autumn has hit with a vengeance; its cold and the trees are changing 
colour to guess what “autumnal colours”. In the bright sunlight it looks 

pretty. 

Pass Bianca for about the tenth time, totally oblivious to anyone else as 
deep in conversation. 

After lots of trees and more false trails we end up out on the village 
green. 

Last time we went left, only to get called right, so I go right to get called 
left! It’s a bad day. 

Should I feel positive that I can still give chase when I go wrong or 
should I feel stupid for getting it wrong again. Net result is I’m at the back 
again passing a still chatting Bianca. 

Pass the time talking to Lonely only to find a blur of swinging arms and 
legs ploughs through us. John/Bill is in sprint mode and nothing going 
stop him, apart from a photo session. Is this some ‘time’ conundrum, 



mustn’t have photos taken otherwises the Time Police might find him in 
the future and come back and arrest the leading dissident of the 25th 

century. 

Not to worry, a Banger has just arrived running out on the inn trail as he 
was late. Even with this knowledge he still leads us astray by getting 
things wrong. 

Never mind, the HOV reruns find the main road and head for the pub at 
high speed with Hotspur and Banger. Lonely just sees this group pull 
away from him on the 1 mile On Inn, I can’t say much as I’m watching 

Lonely disappear in front of me. 

We’re back but not all is safe. As I gulp water from my opened 
dispenser, I find a pony has just snuck from behind and is trying to grab 

the straw from the bottle top! 

So, a day to show respect, cold to start followed by warming sun, pretty 
trees for Wheeze, some quick HOV runners and plenty of soft shiggy 
ground, more so than the dust. 

So what did you think? 

On On :) 
 


